SHORT-TERM STUDY VISA
ONLINE APPLICATION GUIDANCE NOTES
Non-visa national
Nationals of certain countries are not required to apply for and have obtained a visa before
entering the UK on a Short-term Study visa. This means that you can arrive at the airport
and ask to be stamped in as a Short-term Student. You can refer to the Home Office website
to see the list of visa national countries – if your country is NOT on this list then you are a
non-visa national. The list can be viewed on Page 25 of Appendix V of the Immigration
Rules.
When you enter at the UK border you will still need to show some documents to the
immigration officer:
1.
2.
3.

Short-term Study Visa letter - this letter from Imperial College will confirm the
details of your intended study (which is less than 6 months).
Bank statements – bank statements in English that show you have £1265 for each
month of your intended study and that this money has been held for 6 months.
Scholarship/bursary letter – if the costs for your course and living expenses in the
UK are covered by a scholarship or bursary you should have an official letter to hand
confirming the details of the funding.

Visa nationals
Applicants from certain countries are referred to as visa nationals. This means that if you
hold a nationality for one of these countries you are required to apply for the Student Visitor
visa before you arrive in the UK. You can find a list for all countries considered visa
nationals on Page 25 of Appendix V of the Immigration Rules.
You will need a Short-term Study Visa letter and evidence of funds (eg bank statements
showing funds held for 6 months or scholarship letter).
To complete an online application form and apply for a Short-term Study visa you will need
to register and create an account on the following website https://www.visa4uk.fco.gov.uk/
Below is a guide to completing the online application. This guide may not cover complicated
applications and you are advised to contact the International Student Support office for
further guidance, if required.
Once your account has been created you will receive an activation email, if this does not
arrive within 24 hours you may wish to check your email spam folder.
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Please provide all the relevant and mandatory information according to your personal
circumstances.
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The information box below will appear once all personal information has been provided.
Please select the reason for your visit (‘Study’), the type of visa (‘Study (Non Points Based
System)’) and finally the type of study (‘Short-term student 6 months’) as shown in the
screenshots below:

You should answer NO to all of the questions below. If not then you may be applying for the
wrong type of visa. If you are unsure about the type of visa you should be applying for
please contact the International Student Support Office.
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The following screen will provide a summary of your application to-date. Please click on ‘Go
to application’ to begin.
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Passport Information
The first section of the online application form requires you to provide your current passport
information and personal details as shown in your passport.

If you currently hold another nationality or have previously held another nationality you must
say YES and provide the relevant details requested:
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Where you are not a national of the country you are applying from then provide the relevant
information as requested.
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If you have had any previous passports please provide the details.
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Travel Information
In most circumstances you should answer NO to the first question below as Student Visitors
are not eligible to bring dependents.
If you do not have an address in the UK then please use the main Imperial College address
Address:
Imperial College London
South Kensington Campus
London
SW7 2AZ
Telephone:

020 7594 8040
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Personal Details and Travel History
Provide the contact details of where you are currently living.
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Read through the travel history questions and answer accurately and honestly based upon
your personal circumstances.
If you answer YES to any of these questions you will be given an opportunity to provide
more details.
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Family Details
Persons entering on a Short-term Study visa cannot bring dependants (spouse and/or
children). Where you are asked ‘will your spouse/partner be travelling with you?’ you will
need to answer NO however if your marital status is anything other than ‘single’ you will still
need to provide the details about your partner.
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Parents – please provide all information requested about your parents.
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As a Short-term Student you are not able to bring dependents (such as children) with you.
However if you have any children then you should answer these questions as appropriate. In
the ‘Additional Notes’ section at the end of the form you should clarify that the children will
not be travelling with you and who will be looking after them whilst you are in the UK, if that
is the case.
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Employment and Income
Please answer these questions based upon your personal circumstances.
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Provide all information relevant to your particular circumstances.
We normally advise that you have £1265 per month that you will spend in the UK to cover all
accommodation costs and living expenses.
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Family and Friends in the UK
This section must be completed. Where you are asked about your plans whilst in the UK you
should state that you are studying and provide details of the course.
If your main purpose is for study, where you have friends and family in the UK please
mention the relevant details below.
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Medical Treatment
If you have sought medical treatment at any time when you have previously been in the UK,
you must declare this here and provide the relevant details.
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Study Details
College Contact details:
Imperial College London
South Kensington Campus
Exhibition Road
London
SW7 2AZ
Telephone: +44(0) 20 7594 8040
Enter your course start and end dates as stated on your Short-term Study Visa letter. If your
letter only states a month and not an exact date, use the first date of the month and last date
of the month as your course start and end dates.
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The level of qualification would be as follows:
- for Undergraduate studies write ‘NQF Level 6’
- for Masters studies write ‘NQF Level 7’
- for PhD studies write ‘NQF Level 8’
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Additional Information
This text box provides you with an opportunity to provide any information relevant to your
application that you may wish to explain further or you were not able to provide based upon
the previous sets of questions.

Once you have completed your application click on the ‘Confirm Application’ button. You will
be taken to a screen displaying all the information you have provided. Please check that all
the information is accurate. This is your opportunity to go back into the form and make
corrections if necessary.

Once the application has been confirmed you will then be able to submit the form online,
book your appointment and pay the application fee.
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What happens next?
After you submit your application you will be required to print off your visa application form
and take this together with your supporting documents to your visa appointment.
Visa application successful – please upload a copy of your new visa to the Student eService.
Visa application unsuccessful – please contact the International Student Support team
and include a scan of the Refusal Notice.
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